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To Todd Oldham, among today's most important young fashion designers, design and artistic
expression aren't about money, nor about achieving aesthetic perfection--he believes that,
with a self-aware eye, all people can unleash their own distinctive preferences. 140 color
photos. In Without Boundaries, today's premier style photographers provide dazzling images of
a few of the world's most flamboyant people, all of whom put on Oldham's cutting-edge
clothes.
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Todd Oldham - American Designer - Always Interesting The book is really as eclectic and
interesting as the talented developer! I'm Always interested in anything along with his name
attached... 21 years later which book is still dope I’ve had this reserve since it’s launch in ‘97
(We was in HS) and though it’s falling apart in the seams, I still love it. It’s such an amazing
book for artistic inspiration on any level, whether you’re a photographer, painter, illustrator,
designer, textile fabricator.even though he's a GREAT developer..this book is a kaleidoscopic
feast for the eyes.. If you’re into fashion, fashion history, cool art, and visual motivation. Though
Todd Oldham might not design clothing anymore, his function in the fashion industry helped
pave the way for eclectic designers who march to the defeat of their personal drum..he also
has a story behind. Todd is a very creative and interesting person this book was very
intersting.that is a must get for ALL fashion lovers!. Todd appears like he is very interesting and
eccentric... Will there be anything out on the marketplace with his photograph?. I'd like to see
more of his commercial. Incredible This incredible story of the outstanding developer Todd
Oldham is just remarkable... After all of the active that he did, he seems worldly..this book is a
must have. it was setup as an interview between Todd and Jen Bilik, and that means you really
reach see his character and his outlook on existence- i also loved Kevin Aucoin's contribution
to the reserve(it had been funny) what an eccentric man I have already been seeing the todd
oldham commerical for focus on and started buying some of his stuff, so, I made a decision to
order this reserve.. i learned a lot about my preferred fashion designer. Love you Todd!
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